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For Chrome on my desktop I need to allow explicit the port 87 ... /questions/188006/how-to-fix-err-unsafe-port-error-onchrome-when-browsing-to-unsafe-ports).. It works well with firefox, except 6666 is all the ports well in chrome. ... I think this
is because the port 6666 is one of restricted [Unsafe] ports on .... ... /how-to-fix-err-unsafe-port-error-on-chrome-whenbrowsing-to-unsafe-ports ... Then Append --explicitly-allowed-ports=xxx to shortcut target.. I want to use the unsafe port on my
Android 9 and MacBook pro 10.14.4 Chrome 74.0.3729.131. I googled a lot but still didn't get any solution. In Firefox, I can ....
I was trying to access my znc bouncer's web admin which is on port 6666, ... how-to-fix-err-unsafe-port-error-on-chrome-whenbrowsing-to-unsafe-ports ... --qt-flag explicitly-allowed-ports=6666 to qutebrowser's invocation, but .... Then Append
--explicitly-allowed-ports=xxx to shortcut target ... Save the created app as something like "Google Chrome with allowed unsafe
ports" in your .... Allowing Unsafe/Restricted ports on your Browser. To fix this error, you need to explicitly allow the unsafe
ports that you are trying to access on .... The only way to enable that ports is executing with flag --explicitly-allowed-ports=xxx
It would be useful to add an option to Vivaldi browser for .... The Unsafe Browser is run by a separate clearnet user, wich is
allowed to make TCP connections to any port, and UDP DNS queries; access to .... So now today finally I got the solution,
Enjoy and relax. Updated: Jan 16, 2020 (Added Firefox). Tested on May 6, 2019. Mac OSX 10.14.4. In the Device port
textfield on the left, enter the localhost port number from ... to do for internet explorer to allow me into a website it considers
unsafe. a) Add the .... It is a super-set of ports most of which are also restricted in Mozilla Firefox as they're reserved for the
services listed below and are therefore considered unsafe for ... http://e1tips.com/2014/03/17/allow-firefox-chrome-to-accessrestricted-ports/.. Google Chrome is the world's most used web browser. But like any ... One such error is the
ERR_UNSAFE_PORT error. ... 1] Set Allowed Ports.. Mozilla Firefox. To allow ports 81,84 and 87, change it to: In Firefox
and Mozilla Suite/SeaMonkey, type about:config in the Location Bar .... To fix this, you have to explicitly allow the unsafe port
when you start up chrome. ... This is different from FireFox, which does this in about:config.. Затем добавить --explicitlyallowed-ports=xxx к ярлыку цели ... Wayback Machine: web.archive.org/web/20170216040700/https://jazzy.id.au/2012/08/….
The following is a list of all supported ports: HTTP: 80, 81, ... to-fix-err-unsafe-port-error-on-chrome-when-browsing-to-unsafeports ... Right Click on Chrome shortcut >> Properties >>Then Append --explicitly-allowed-ports=xxx .... At The Smart Panda
we ensure Oracle PeopleSoft works with all browsers consistently, weather Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google .... How
to Allow Unsafe Ports in Chrome. The first thing you need to do is right-click Google Chrome's desktop shortcut. Select
Properties from the list. Once the Google Chrome Properties window is up, go to the Shortcut tab.. I have installed QIE and
configured it to run the jetty port on 6000. The service starts up, ... browser error ERR_UNSAFE_PORT. How do I fix ... The
following ports are considered unsafe by Chrome. 1, // tcpmux 7 ... You will have to add '--explicitly-allowed-ports=xxx' to your
shortcut for launching chrome. 2e0d71dcb4
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